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this level of integration by providing a P6 API that provides information about the logged
in users identity, like their name, address, phone numbers, email addresses, password
and security information such as the unique hardware identifier that each finger press

provides (in which a service provider could gain an IP address or another identifier for the
device). BIO-Plugins authoring interface provides the capability for end users to program

fingerprint services on top of that API by writing an XML document describing the
fingerprint service that can be ported between fingerprint readers. The end user works in

the same fashion as that of when building a custom control with any other application
service provider. The client goes through one end of the XML document to get information

about its fingerprints and another end to create a fingerprint print.
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At the end of the build, the M2Sys SDK will attempt to generate an HTML report and save
it to the wwwroot folder. The HTML is a web browser friendly format and requires no
knowledge of the client software being used. The report can be found in the wwwroot
folder and viewed using a web browser. At the time of this writing, there is no way to

execute the reports directly from the command line and the report must be opened in a
web browser. If you do not want to use Microsoft HTML page report, you can manually
generate a PDF, but it will only contain some of the fields. It will not contain as much
information as the HTML will. The HTML and PDF report have the same name, and the
report will be named CustomReport.html and CustomReport.pdf respectively. To use

them, you would have to add a custom action to the M2Sys control panel that would point
to your script. The BioPlugin modules can also be used to capture an OpenVMS trace file
to a SQL server database. This requires a username and password on the server to be
specified. The trace file includes diagnostic messages from the active X bio-plugin that

may indicate a problem. If the trace file is not large enough to be used in a SQL database,
the M2Sys SDK will allow you to export the data to either a text or CSV file. You could then

perform your own diagnostic examination of this data to determine if the trace file
contains useful information. The M2SYS display system is comprised of three core

components: (i) a biometric key fob, (ii) a handheld scanner and a biometric measuring
device to calibrate key fob detection and (iii) a digital interface for signals on the M2SYS

display system to be sent over to the key fob. 5ec8ef588b
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